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Defensive drives
Researchers exploring ways to genetically alter 
wild populations are wise to air their plans. 

Often, scientists in a fast-moving field try to keep a tight lid on 
their work until it is published. But the authors of a paper pub-
lished in Nature Biotechnology this week have been unusually 

chatty about their work, broadcasting their results over the past year 
and airing their plans for further research.

Because the work would make it possible to modify the genetics of 
entire populations of organisms, it raises a host of ethical and safety 

questions. The researchers consider it wise to prepare their colleagues 
and the public for the results to come, and to solicit suggestions from 
the community about how to execute such experiments safely. The 
technique in question is an engineered ‘gene drive’ — a system that 
can spread a mutation through a population much faster than normal. 
The practice could wipe out some insect-borne diseases, includ-
ing malaria. But an accidental release could trigger unintended, 
ecosystem-wide consequences. As such, research that involves gene 
drives must be handled with utmost care. 

The paper, published on 16 November, could ease concerns about 
accidental releases (J. E. DiCarlo et al. Nature Biotechnol. http://doi.
org/89h; 2015). A team of researchers from Harvard Medical School 
in Boston, Massachusetts, has demonstrated that gene drives can be 
engineered that will work in laboratory strains of yeast (Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae), but that are unlikely to function in wild populations. And 

Research for all
Numbers on racial bias in research grants awarded by the US National Institutes of Health show 
that science has more to learn about inclusiveness.

Data released this week paint a long-term picture of the racial 
disparity in grants funded by the US National Institutes of 
Health (NIH), and show that for nearly 30 years, applicants 

from minorities have been less successful than white and mixed-race 
applicants in receiving funding (see page 286). The data, obtained by 
researchers through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to 
the agency, extend previous findings that showed racial disparities in 
NIH grants between 2000 and 2006. Those results had already led the 
agency to dedicate hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of grants and 
programmes to try to rectify funding disparities. 

These disparities are not only unjust; they harm scientific and 
medical progress by shutting off funding to deserving scientists, and 
ultimately harm society and patients who would otherwise benefit 
from these scientists’ ideas.

The big task now is to determine why racial funding disparities 
arise, and how to erase them. Researchers who have studied such 
disparities in science say that bias probably plays out in subtle and 
unsubtle ways in the grant-review process itself.

In 2011, a team led by Raynard Kington, president of Grinnell  
College in Iowa, published a landmark paper reporting that black 
grant applicants were about two-thirds as likely as whites to be 
funded during 2000–06, even once factors such as publication  
history and training were taken into account (D. K. Ginther et al.  
Science 333, 1015–1019; 2011). 

Initially, the same study also found funding disparities between 
Asians and whites. But when the authors controlled for nativity — 
that is, when they attempted to distinguish Asians who were born 
and educated in the United States from those who had immigrated 
after receiving some or all of their scientific training — they found 
that there was no disparity in funding between whites and Asians who 
were US citizens when they received their PhDs. 

Kington says that this finding shows that bias can work in more 
complex ways than along strict racial lines: for instance, in favour of 
native-born and against foreign-born grant applicants. Countering 
this effect requires changes to the peer-review process, but also action 
throughout scientists’ education, training and career trajectories. 

That will need measures to counter negative bias — the tendency 
to have stereotyped or unfavourable opinions about people belonging 

to particular groups — but it will also require 
strategies that take into account positive bias, 
which is the tendency to support, like and 
believe in people who are similar to, or have 
similar experiences to, oneself. Much of 
the disparity among funded researchers is 
thought to involve factors such as whether 

grant applicants trained at or work at the same institutions, study the 
same research questions and have published as much or in the same 
journals as peer reviewers. 

The NIH is working on some aspects of the issue — for instance, 
its National Research Mentoring Network aims to foster diversity 
through mentoring. Pulmonologist Esteban Burchard and epidemi-
ologist Sam Oh at the University of California, San Francisco, who 
requested the NIH FOIA data, support ideas that would require NIH 
grant reviewers to score grant applications on factors such as how the 
researchers plan to recruit diverse populations and how well the appli-
cations reflect the racial and ethnic make-up of the country. Another 
idea is to provide an administrative supplement to funded grants for 
the discovery of racial and ethnic differences in medicine. 

Attacking such disparities — both in the ranks of science itself and at 
the level of the type of science funded — is a powerful idea. It deserves 
serious consideration as the NIH works to make sure that the research it 
funds is truly representative of the medical needs of the United States. ■

“Bias can work 
in more complex 
ways than along 
strict racial 
lines.” 

SPORT Science is no antidote 
to doping if the culture 
condones it p.276
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extinction p.278
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Dope rules
Science is beside the point when an entrenched 
culture in a sport supports scoundrels.

This month, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) dropped 
a bombshell on the athletics world. In a scathing 335-page  
report issued on 9 November, the independent international 

agency alleged the existence of a far-reaching doping programme in 
Russian track and field that implicated government officials, sport-
ing federations, coaches, athletes, scientists and doctors. As a result 
of Russia’s widespread and institutionalized doping programme, the 
2012 Olympic Games in London were effectively “sabotaged”, WADA 
concluded.

Russian athletes and coaches have subsequently been suspended 
from international track-and-field competitions by the International 
Association of Athletics Federations, whose laissez-faire policies over 
the years contributed to the scandal, according to WADA. There is 
a real possibility that Russian athletes will be banned from the 2016 
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Science, some argue, can lead the way in achieving clean, or at least 
cleaner, sport. In the face of improved tests to detect doping, it will 
become harder for athletes to ingest performance-enhancing drugs 
without getting caught. Many say that the answer might lie with the 
biological passport, which looks for changes in blood chemistry from 
an individual’s ‘baseline’ profile that may be indicative of doping. Sus-
pect blood profiles have been used to nab cheats in professional cycling 
and endurance sports such as biathlons. And there have been claims 
from scientists at cycling’s international federation, the UCI — itself 
subject to allegations of misconduct — that rampant blood doping 
became less common in the pro peloton (the elite professional cycling 
circuit) after biological passports were introduced.

There is no doubt that science can play a major part in anti-doping 
efforts. But this can only happen once a governance system is in place 
that has a genuine interest in clean sport. A series of doping scandals 

has shown that science is useless at catching cheats in a culture that 
doesn’t really want to catch them — and in many cases is being used 
to help them.

Sophisticated biological passports are futile in a culture that 
encourages a leading anti-doping scientist to destroy blood and urine  
samples by the hundreds, while extorting money from athletes to do 
so. This is what WADA’s report alleges of Grigory Rodchenkov, the 
former head of Russia’s leading anti-doping lab. And the UCI looked 
the other way as Lance Armstrong doped his way to seven successive 
(and now rescinded) Tour de France victories, according to a report 

issued this year by an independent commis-
sion appointed by the UCI.

Sports that haven’t been roiled by doping 
scandals may not be looking hard enough. 
Financial incentives such as corporate  
sponsorships, broadcasting rights and  
merchandizing have the potential to discour-
age strong and independent anti-doping  

programmes. Just look at professional cycling, which has been forced 
to confront its massive doping problems. The sport’s popularity has 
suffered, and spectacular performances such as those of Britain’s  
Chris Froome now raise just as many suspicions as celebrations. Just 
imagine if, during an inter national tennis tournament, a 150-m.p.h. 
serve raised eyebrows rather than awe. 

There will be calls for more and better anti-doping tests in the  
run-up to next year’s summer Olympics in Rio and in other high-
profile competitions. These are genuinely needed, because dopers tend 
to be a step ahead. Officials will hail their cutting-edge laboratories 
full of gleaming mass spectrometers and haemocytometers, and brag 
about how many urine and blood tests these can process each day — 
never mind that savvy athletes tend to dope out of competition and 
in tiny doses that are nearly impossible to detect. 

If past attitudes are anything to go by, we can expect officials to hide 
behind science, while doing little to root out 
the fundamental problems that allow systemic 
sports doping to thrive. As Russia’s doping  
scandal shows us, it is much easier to change a test 
tube than it is to change a culture. ■

if one did escape, the team showed that the mutation can be undone 
by setting loose a second drive to ‘overwrite’ it. The results suggest 
that careful planning can reduce the risks while allowing gene-drive 
research to continue. 

The concept of a gene drive is decades old, but the technique’s 
application was hindered until the discovery a few years ago of a 
simple and versatile genome-editing system called CRISPR–Cas9. 
This system allows researchers to alter genomes with unprece-
dented precision and to engineer the fundamental components of 
a gene drive that transmit a copy of the edited sequence to nearly 
all offspring.

And because the CRISPR–Cas9 system is relatively easy to work 
with, the technology is now available to more laboratories than ever 
before. This is both a boon and a concern: it arms more great minds 
with a tool that could address serious public-health and environ-
mental problems, but it also increases the chance that a laboratory 
might enter the field naive to the necessary safety precautions. 
This has understandably raised some safety concerns, and the US 
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, for 
example, has convened a committee to evaluate uses of gene drives. 

With this in mind, the Harvard researchers have been careful 
to announce their experimental plans before they carry them out. 
The experiments published this week were alluded to in previous 
publications outlining safety precautions that could be taken. The 
authors gathered feedback from the community, and used this to 
boost the safety of their own experiments. They were also careful 

to develop these safeguards before carrying out key laboratory 
experiments to explore the use of gene drives against Lyme disease, 
which is transmitted to humans through ticks, and schistosomiasis, 
a scourge carried by parasitic worms and most often found in Africa. 
All of these experiments have been discussed openly, before they 
were carried out. 

Such openness is not standard practice. Scientific experiments 
are often subject to approval by institutional safety committees and 

funding agencies, but these discussions tend to 
be carried out behind closed doors. The public is 
sometimes surprised by what emerges. Witness 
the reaction earlier this year, when researchers 
announced that they had used CRISPR–Cas9 to 
edit the genomes of human embryos (see Nature 
520, 593–595; 2015). About three years ago, a 
charged debate and research moratorium ensued 
when news broke that researchers intended to 

publish results showing how they had engineered the H5N1 influenza 
virus to make it more transmissible. 

The Harvard gene-drive researchers have learnt from these 
debacles, and recognized the need to alert the wider community to 
their plans so that discussions can take place, concerns can be aired 
and suggestions offered from all corners before the work is done. 
Scientists should watch closely to see whether this approach could 
serve as a template for other teams that take on the challenge of 
working in controversial fields. ■

“Research 
involving 
gene drives 
must be 
handled 
with utmost 
care.”

“Sports that 
haven’t been 
roiled by doping 
scandals may 
not be looking 
hard enough.”
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